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1.1 Intro [1-2 pages ]
Overview of Project

town centre - but traffic dominates the area and green space is underused, improved connectivity within and beyond the site and improved activation
giving parts of the area the feel of an out of town development, and making of the more secluded and uninviting areas.
some areas potentially feel insecure.

This report explains the research and design process and the resulting
The area has unique historical and natural assets, but these are underused
design solutions that have arisen from vapplying a green infrastructure led
approach to consideration of two research sites in Leeds and Amsterdam. A due to divisions created by contemporary development. These include
design site within Leeds has been selected at Kirkstall Bridge.
• Abbey Mill and St Ann’s Mill, both historic grade 2 listed buildings
•

Kirkstall Abbey

Applying the Cities Alive Ethos

•

The millrace or “goit” for the mills

•

Various patches of woodland and parkland, including a nature reserve.

Arup’s Cities Alive surveys the implementation and impact of green infrastructure (GI) and sets an agenda for future implementation of GI. One
recommendation is that “...approaches to implementing new GI and urban
landscape should always use the resources... available today” (p.125). This
project takes this recommendation forward by looking at the development
of GI for existing places. In this context, existing GI often consists of hidden,
poor quality linear features. To address this, this project explores a serial
approach to GI where an existing place is retrofitted with a series of GI
interventions in the form of a route.

For more details on the site see the analysis in Section 1.2.

“...because we are not starting with a clean new sheet... we need an order which
can be superimposed on existing disorder, linking the incoherent parts together into a large-scale whole” Nan Fairbrother - New Lives, New Landscapes
[p176 Pelican edition 1977].

[to be enlarged on: Group research poster to be included. Will especially
mention water/flood management (incl FAS2 and iCASP)]

Introducing the Design Site
Overview

A preliminary site was selected running in a line from Abbey Mill to St
Ann’s Mill. This was chosen as a response to the current plans for the mills,
which might lead to better links between them being needed. However, this
developed into a larger site, as explained below.
The final project site was selected for three main reasons:
•

its diverse range of landscape characters

•

the varies quality of its GIvaried GI quality. Much of the GI has an insecure and degraded character. This offers the potential to join up the
fragments, activating places and improving GI quality.
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Approach to Green Infrastructure
Developed in this Project
[Further expand on the philosophy that has been applied. ]

Retail

Contextual Research Leeds and Amsterdam
Leeds and Amsterdam have several aspects of their geography in common,
and consideration of different landscape design and use in Amsterdam gives
inspiration for what can be done differently in Leeds. …..
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Fig [x]: Overview - Aire Valley, Leeds - Study area highlighted

Current Plans for the Future of Kirkstall

Proposed future uses for the mills and their grounds include use as an
Ecological
Education centre, parkland and wildlife habitat. Residential use
The area around the Kirkstall Bridge (see map) includes a wide variety of
thriving leisure and business uses as well as green space, and is surrounded has also been considered. Any such plans can only succeed and benefit those
by housing. On the face of it this could be a description of any successful already using the area if the issues outlined above are addressed through

•

Serial/sequential/route based

•

modular/phased approach,

•

working with what already exists

•

Intent for snowball effect: a philosophy that as spaces become more
actively used, they will feel more pleasant and more secure and therefore usage will increase exponentially.

1.2 Site Analysis – Problems, Opportunities and Character [2-3 pages]
Reviewing the above map [fig x] and the maps of transport and of built up
areas [fig x], in conjunction with a review of social land uses performed on
Google Maps in October 2017 reveals that the study area and its immediate
surroundings (c. 1km radius) have a very mixed range of uses characterised
by:

Location

•

A central linear core dominated by a mixture of retail, unbuilt land and
transport infrastructure. The unbuilt land includes parks, sport facilities and informal GI. The retail use is a mixture of large chain stores
(accompanied by large car parks), and some smaller independent businesses along the A65. There is also some light industrial and warehouse/distribution use.

•

Peripheral areas dominated by residential settlement with some parkland and sport facilities. The residential use is high density, primarily a
mix of terraces (including some back to back), as well as maisonettes,
a student residence and two tower blocks.

1km
Fig [x]: Overview - Aire Valley, Leeds - Study area highlighted

Flooding

The site is located in Leeds, West Yorkshire, on the River Aire, which runs
into Leeds from the north west towards the city centre. Fig [x] shows the
relationship between the study area (highlighted, top left) and the city centre
(bottom right). The study area is shown in more deteail in Fig [x] [see intro
section].

Fig [x]: Existing Flood Management (Source Environment Agency)

[Comment on existing flood defence]
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- Flood water storage – from the
assessment of over 40 locations,
optimising flood storage at Rodley Nature
Reserve, Apperley Bridge, Kirkstall
Meadows and Kirkstall Valley Nature
Reserve offer the greatest potential to
providing additional capacity during
extreme flood events.

Calverley

Temporary storage during extreme flood events
Newlay Bridge
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Treatment of invasive species
along the river corridor

Proposed flood defence
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Kirkstall Meadows
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- Residual defences - the outcome of the
various components is that some raised
defences would be required in the form of
landscaping, terracing, embankments and
walls. The height of these would be in line
with Phase 1 where visual connectivity
with the waterfront has been successfully
achieved.

Hawksworth
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Phase 1 flood defences

- Removal of existing obstructions – as
a result of an investigation to determine
improved flow of water, two significant
opportunities have been identified in the
form of raising a footbridge at Milford
Place and the provision of a widened strip
to act as a flood corridor on the north
bank of the river adjacent Viaduct Road
and Wellington Bridge.

Proposals are now emerging for Phase 2
comprising of the following three distinct
elements in addition to an exciting
programme of NFM and advanced
accelerated works.

Temporary storage during extreme flood events

Whitecote
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Wetland meadows &
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Defences along Kirkstall Road
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The Leeds Flood Alleviation
Scheme is led by Leeds City
Council in partnership with the
Environment Agency.
Phase 1 construction works started in
the city centre in January 2015 and are
due to be completed in September 2017.
This will provide an increased level of
protection from the River Aire and Hol
Beck to residents and businesses in the
city centre. Following the devastating
flooding in December 2015, the
Government has committed to a second
phase of works to protect Leeds from the
River Aire beyond the Phase 1 boundary.

Fig [x]: Flood Risk

A catchment wide approach has been
adopted to establish options for reducing
flood risk within the Phase 2 boundary.
Following a comprehensive process of
gathering up to date survey information
of the River Aire catchment we have built
a stable hydraulic model.
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Scale: 1:162,000
Wellington Place

Both engineered and natural flood
management (NFM) measures have been
identified as well as opportunities to provide
benefits and enhancements to neighbouring
communities.
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Above Example of flood defence walls used along
the river. Glass panels have been used to allow
people to still enjoy the waterfront views.

There is a high risk of flooding for properties immediately to the north of
the river and within the meanders of the River Aire. Source: https://climateFig [x]: Leeds Flood Alleviation Scheme Phase 2 (FAS2) leaflet extract Nov
central.org/
2017

[Comment on future flood defence]

Fig [x]: Leeds City Council site allocations policy map. Shows current land
use and intended land use until 2031. Areas not coloured are residential.
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Fig [x]: Woodland uses (Source: http://www.natureonthemap.naturalengland.
org.uk aka magic map)
Fig [x]: Habitat mapping (Source: http://www.natureonthemap.naturalengland.org.uk aka magic map)

Heritage
[A little more detail and some analysis needed for this section]
Early development - Kirkstall Abbey (founded c. 1152) was the first major
development in the site. Its influence included deforestation of the nearby
woods and construction of the millrace parallel to the River Aire.The Abbey
and its site now have scheduled monument status.
Kirkstall Bridge - there has been a bridge across the River Aire at Kirkstall
since before the English Civil War. The current bridge was build in 1912.

Fig [x]: Road map (Source: tbc)

(Consider distance travelled to get to Kirkstall and time spent there. On
foot or by car? [Might have to make inferences from no of parking spaces,
distance to competitor shops etc])

Industrial Revolution to mid 20th Century - [a little detail on the Leeds-Liverpool canal, the mills and residential development (terraced housing)]

Who travels through the site by road (include facts on A65 and Kirkstall Fig [x]: Built up Areas 2011 map (with farmland) (Source: http://www.natureBridge flow rates)
onthemap.naturalengland.org.uk aka magic map)
The area is well services by buses.

Late 20th century to present day - [a little detail on the Retail development, sports grounds, new road construction, and junction changes, increase
in traffic

Pedestrian and Cycle
The strong linear features of the river and the goit create a barrier to free
circulation, and the major A65 road and its links across the valley to the
west create further barriers to pedestrians. The large plot sizes of retail and
industrial uses exacerbate this.
There are cycle lanes on the A65 and linking across the river.

Fig [x]: SSSIs (Source: http://www.natureonthemap.naturalengland.org.uk
aka magic map)

Fig [x]: Listed building and Ancient Monument locations (Source: http://www.
natureonthemap.naturalengland.org.uk aka magic map)

Character
Overview
The area has a wide variety of landscape characters.

Central Retail and Road Areas
This area includes the built up area from Morrisons supermarket to the
recent development branded as “Kirkstall Bridge”, and in between the Millrace Area and River Aire Banks areas described below.
This feels very urban/suburban and includes elements associated with
both a traditional town centre (listed buildings, pubs, a war memorial), and
elements associated with out of town shopping (large unit sizes, vast car
parks). The road junction is a dominant element.
Kirkstall Abbey Park and Adjacent Field
Kirkstall Abbey Park is a key feature at the boundary of the area. It is
dominated by the remains of the Abbey and the park is a popular visitor
attraction. Planting in the park is simple, being dominated by trees and lawn.
The park is bounded by the A65 (separated by a bank and retaining wall)
to the East and the River Aire to the West. Although the River is adjacent it
is screened by trees. Where there are views to the river, the weir is a key
feature and there are views to the adjacent field on the opposite bank.
The adjacent field is set up as rugby grounds, which are currently unused
due to recent flooding.There is no public access and it is cut off by the river
and the railway line.
Leeds Rhinos Rugby Training Area
This training area consists of three pitches (fenced off) and buildings edges
by trees to the east and the river Aire to the West.There is a public pathway
through the site allowing access to the rive bank, but it is currently a dead
end. Although this is mostly open green space, it does not work as GI as it
is not contributing significantly to public wellbeing, flood management or
ecology.
St. Ann’s Mill Site
Whilst the mill site has strong historic character, it is partially abandoned
and in a poor state of repair. It is separated from other parts of the site by
trees, water and property boundaries.
To the south of this area, the space along the river bank is even more secluded. This is due to the opposite bank being part of a nature reserve and
also due to the noise of water drowning out any other noise.
Abbey Mill Site
Whilst the mill site has strong historic character, it is partially abandoned
and in a poor state of repair. It is separated from other parts of the site by
trees, water and property boundaries. However, there is a strong line of sight
from the main mill frontage to the “Kirkstall Bridge” retail development.
Millrace Area
A tree lined medieval millrace or “goit” links the two mills to the river.
This area is characterised by the water and by its being mostly secluded by
trees and underbrush. A path runs most of the length, but is broken up and
might feel insecure due to poor visibility, limited opportunity to escape the

area and fly tipping and littering. Various listed buildings and archaeological
remains are lined along the goit.

Changes already Proposed
Plans for the mills
TBC [enlarge a little on the comments made on this in the intro.]

Links to other plans for the valley – KVP
TBC

2.1 Project Objectives
In response to the analysis of problems, opportunities and character, and the
appproach take to applying the Cities Alive ethos (section 1.1 and 1.2), a set
of objectives have been created for the design phase.

Biodiversity

Connectivity

Futureproof

Designs should improve biodiversity.

Develop the network of pedestrian and cycle routes to be better linked,
Solutions should be future proof. Particularly with regard to road use or
more accessible, more secure and more legible. This will include creating flood management.
new pedestrian and cycle links between the two mills and devising a looped
route if possible incorporating this.

Phased Retrofit Approach
Proposals should be about improving what is there already in a phased
approach.

Sense of Place
Use GI to develop a unified sense of place throughout the area, making the
most of the existing places and landscape features.

Activated and Pleasant
Many of the negative aspects of the areas described above [section xx]
could be improved by increased activation of the spaces.This would increase
passive surveillance and sense of security and make people feel comfortable
exploring the area.
Create a sequence, running between the two mills, of places that are activated and pleasant to be in. This is to use existing and new green and blue
infrastructure, as well as other ways to activate spaces (e.g. play). This might
include removing vegetation as well as adding it.

Flooding
Designs should be robust against flooding and include elements to reduce
wider flooding risk.

Green Infrastructure and Technology Research
Propose locations for green infrastructure that would be of interest for
researchers or visitors of the proposed eco education centre.

Community
Designs should benefit local communities.

2.2 Case Studies for the Loop [1-3 pages incl images]
[NB can introduce small precedent ideas later on without doing full case
study style section.
FORMAT
•

At least one picture

•

My comments on key good and/or bad features of relevance

•

Comment on lessons applied]

Increased Pedestrian Priority
[tbc]

Parks in other places, where roads intersect.
Starling Crossings.
Shared space.
Boardwalks

Flood management (interception and
storage – not green), (trees)
[tbc] [might be covered in part B]

Re-Naturing
Play and Exercise Equipment
[tbc]

Green Technology for Demonstration/Research
•

Hydro and

•

water source heat and

•

Ground source heat

•

Water power for pumping

2.4 Proposed Interventions - the Loop [about 10 pages? incl images]
[Describe/illustrate/specify. Include key options considered. Don’t need to
Planting and permeable surfaces will be used. Potentially,“Starling” crossing
develop ideas that I only considered in passing.]
would provide this flexibility.

Design Development

Path and Cycle Way Improvements

To create usable routes through the site, changes will include widening,
levelling and resurfacing of the main north-south route along the goit. The
[NB can intoroduce small precendent ideas without doing full case study
section of the goit where the path is broken (see [left hand] map), will need
style section.]
a new access providing - potentially a board walk.
[Select the best bits of the process - to curate a story that a client would
East-west connections across the site will also be improved. For example:
relate to. Can go back and rework/relabel previous images.]
Providing access along the desire line shown in photo [2]; Building a bridge
[Drawings and text explaining development of ideas
to Abbey Mill at the point marked to the west of the mill ([right hand ]map).
[Model photos]

Masterplan/route
[tbc] - currently shown in poster

Proposed Interventions
Incl plans and Before/after illustrations, or write a short design brief for
each one to indicate the potential for someone else to pick up the workflow.

Areas of Enhanced Character and Activation
Key areas will be identified to become part-greened civic spaces.These are
pivotal to the area, encouraging people to linger and circulate.

Signage will also be increased and improved for clarity and consistency.
Views into and out of the paths also need improving to increase passive
surveillance. Sharp corners might also need softening to help with this.

Running Circuit with Play and Gym Equipment
The area has several sports facilities and schools, so there is potential demand for opportunities to exercise outdoors. The new paths will create a
loop that will be signed and promoted as a running route. Along this route,
exercise equipment to be provided. Allocate Sites Green for Infrastructure
Research

Green Research
To encourage visitors of the proposed Kirkstall eco centre to explore the
wider area beyond the centre itself, a series of sites will be allocated to be
used by the organisation for green interventions.

These could include permaculture gardens, edible gardens, low impact hyThese spaces will need significant changes to planting, landscaping, and dro power and water source heat extraction.
pedestrian access.
The area between “Kirkstall Bridge” retail park and Abbey Mill (photo 2)
could potentially become a civic space, linking. the two uses and wider areas.
The area around the war memorial could also be used in this way.

Improved Crossings and Boadwalk
Roads and topography currently block the route.
Proposal:
•

New pedestrian crossings in line with the route. Planting and permeable
surfaces to be used to draw people into the route.

•

A boardwalk to be constructed above the goit to link these.
There should be fexibility to allow future adaptation to changing traffic.

Abbey Field idea
the decision to do a wet wood will be explained in a later section

Kirkstall Bridge Park
[field to West of Morrisons]

Kirkstall Bridge Pedestrian Tunnel
[tbc]

IMAGE LIST
•

Masterplan of proposed route/changes

•

Travel diagram on Masterplan

•

Abbey Field rough design if available

•

Bridge design plans x2

•

Retail car parking trellis idea sketchup screen shots x2-3

•

Wider route images?

The Abbey Wood Field - Selection of
Site for more Detailed Design
Due to time constraints of the project, a smaller part of the whol loop
design has been selected to work up more detailed design.Reasons for selection - stress its iporatance due to
•

being biggest blockage to a complete loop

•

importance of the flood alleviation that can be done there

Design Brief - for the Abbey Field [1 pages]
A set of objectives have been created for this design:
•
•

TBC

3.1 Case Studies for Abbey Field [1-3 pages incl images]
At least 3
NB can intoroduce s4mall precendent ideas later on without doing full
case study style section.

Wet Woodland/Meadow/Parks
[tbc]

:
Fig [x]Renaturation of the River Aire, Geneva

More details tbc

Flood alleviation
ideally meadow or woodland

Development in Heritage Sites
bolton abbey? Cromford Mill??? Tower Works?

3.2 Site Survey and Analysis
Feature

Geology

Weir top

Kirkstall geology

Elevation
assumed
34m

Map Product: DiGMapGB-25 Rock
Unit,DiGMapGB-10 Rock Unit
Basemap: (1:10 000) Rock Unit
Geology 1:10 000
Bedrock
Pennine Lower Coal
Measures Formation Mudstone, Siltstone And
Sandstone(PLCM-MDSS)
Stanningley Rock Sandstone(STNR-SDST)
Pennine Lower Coal
Measures Formation Sandstone(PLCM-SDST)
Elland Flags Sandstone(EF-SDST)
Superficial Deposits
River Terrace Deposits
(Undifferentiated) - Clay,
Sand And Gravel(RTDUXCSV)
Till - Diamicton(TILL-DMTN)
Alluvium - Clay, Sand And
Gravel(ALV-XCSV)
Artificial Ground
Infilled Ground - Artificial
Deposit(WMGR-ARTDP)
Made Ground (Undivided)
- Artificial Deposit(MGRARTDP)

Fig [x]: Environment Agency surface water - low risk scenario - Flow map

The above two maps show that water flows under the railway at a specific
point during flooding events. This suggests there is an existing culvert or
drain at this point. [My design might need a tweak to accommodate this - i.e.
Fig [x]: Geology map
ensuring that drainage is installed under the pathway at this point and also
The area around the Abbey is shown to be “alluvium clay sand and gravel”. ensuring there is space for this flood water to join the other stream that I
The proportion of free draining to water holding material cannot be judged am introducing.]
from this map, so a site soil survey would be needed. In the absence of surRiver level data for the Kirkstall Abbey measurement point taken from
vey data, the site is assumed to be free draining based on anecdotal evidence
www.riverlevels.uk (in December 2017):
about nearby area.
Geological Map Data ©NERC 2017. © Crown Copyright and Database Right 2017. Ordnance Survey (Digimap Licence).
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“The normal level of the River Aire at Kirkstall Abbey in average weather conditions is between 1.45m and 1.68m. It has been between these levels for at least
151 days in the past year. [41% of days]

Geological Map Data ©NERC 2017. © Crown Copyright and Database Right 2017. Ordnance Survey (Digimap Licence).

Potential Access
[tbc]

Flooding

Fig [x]: Environment Agency surface water - low risk scenario - Depth map

Typical water level
upstream of the Abbey weir (90% of the
time)
Regular flood water
level upstream of Abbey weir (10% of the
time)
Typical water level
downstream of the
Abbey weir
Water table under
the field

34.5m

Reason
Must be lower than the neighbouring
field as river does not normally overflow. Site observation supports this.
OS map 35m contour line crosses
this but is assumed to be approximate
when crossing the river
Water is assumed to be flat due to the
weir. The very stable minimum river
level data support this assumption

35m or based on typical water level + 0.5m for
higher
reported water level variation

32.5m

Observation of the weir suggests approx. 2m drop

32.5m to will vary due to the difference in water
34.5m
levels in the two adjacent river stretches. It is expected to be in between
these levels. Porous ground conditions
are assumed, as anecdotal evidence
supports this (the geology suggests the
site could be porous sand or non-porous silt or clay).

The usual range of the River Aire at Kirkstall Abbey in more extreme weather
conditions is between 1.44m and 1.95m. It has been between these levels for 90% Table [x]: Assumed land and water levels for Abbey Field:
of the time since monitoring began.
Site observations referred to were made on a day when the river level was
The highest level ever recorded at the River Aire at Kirkstall Abbey is 3.28m, average c. 1.5m (as checked on river levels site).
reached on Saturday 26th December 2015 at 10:30pm.”
The following table sets out the assumed ground levels needed to acheived
For this project these data have been approximated by first assuming that various features on the site.
the river depth by the Abbey is 1.5m for 90% of the time and then making
Planned use
Elevation
the following assumptions:
needed
Feature
Elevation Reason
Wet meadow (i.e. an- 35m
assumed
nual flooding expectField
35m
Eastern edge is on the OS map coned)
tour line.
Flood resilient paths 35.5m
Northern edge - river has been obor “dry meadow”
served to have a small bank on this
stretch. Data has not been found so
this river bank is assumed to be 0.5m
Seasonal pond
34.5m
in height, and the field assumed completely flat

Reason
To be submerged or at water level c.
10% of the time:
34.5m + 0.5m = 35m
To be dry more than 90% of the time
(but not 100%), and at least 0.5m above
groundwater for c. 90% of the time:
34.5m + 0.5m + 0.5m = 35.5m
To be wet (but at a minimal depth)
more than 90% of the time

Planned use

Elevation
needed
All year pond, cana- 34m
lised water or stream

Reason
To be at least 0.5m in depth more than
90% of the time

Table [x]: Assumed ground levels needed for planned land uses:
"dry ground" 35.5m

The following diagram sets out the elevation assumptions made in Tables
[x and x].
current river bed

stream bed 34m

stream bed 34m

current ground level - wet meadow 35m

extreme flood

extreme flood

"dry" ground,
35.5m
"wet meadow",
35m
usual range

normal water level

normal water level

usual range

stream banks,
34.5m
stream bed,
34m

river bed,
33m

Fig [x]: Water levels diagram

Views

Fig [x]: Kirkstall Abbey and Weir JMW Turner 1824

Currently this view is blocked by trees on the eastern bank of the river.
This painting shows the precedent for views of the Abbey being unrestricted
by trees.

3.3 Proposed Interventions [about 10 pages? incl images]
Design Development

gate at the point where the water leaves the river).This might also help solve
the point mentioned above about the need for water flowing from the canal
to be managed (see flooding maps).

Select the best bits of the process - to curate a story that a client would
relate to. Can go back and rework/relabel previous images.
Chosen approach
Drawings and text explaining development of ideas
Model photos

Of these, wet woodland, wet meadow, streams and ponds were shortlisted
as possible uses. These types were analysed further, as follows:

NB can introduce small precedent ideas (e.g. paths, bridges etc) without Trees
doing full case study style section.
Advantages
should this end up being a separate section before 2.3?

Wetland habitats and Water Parks - Approaches Considered

•

trees would have been the original fauna (there is record of the monastry felling trees in the area)

•

trees provide carbon capture

•

trees will help absorb water during flooding

A range of natural wetland habitat types were investigated:

A 100% tree based solution was ruled out as

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust [REF http://www.ywt.org.uk/wildlife/habitats/wetlands-and-rivers] identifies a range of different wetland habitats:

•

it will block key views

•

too many trees might make the area feel too secluded to visitors and
hence potentially insecure

•

Eutrophic – still water, usually in hard water areas near coast.

•

Lowland Raised Bog – waterlogged areas - not suitable

Stream(s)

•
Ponds – may be appropriate [REF http://www.ywt.org.uk/wildlife/
habitats/ponds ]

•

add interest to visitors and support biodiversity

•
Reedbed – stands of only one plant. Needs to be level and needs
maintenance to avoid level building up over time and succession. May be too
monotonous from a character perspective

•

help to control water flow through the site

•

this might become a significant channel during high river flow so this
would need designing in

•

Streams – a stream could be introduced

•
Upland Flushes, Fens and Swamps – may be relevant [REF http://
www.ywt.org.uk/wildlife/habitats/upland-flushes-fens-and-swamps ]
•

Wet Woodland – typically Willow, alder and birch.

Additionally, identified on Wikipedia [reference]
•
Wet meadow (aka Flood Meadow) – Flood seasonally and support a
range of plant and animal (mammal and butterfly) species (e.g. Mottey Meadows, Staff’s or Christ Church Meadows, Oxford)
•
Water meadow – area of grassland irrigated year round with fine
manual control of water levels to deal with changing weather. Landscaping
required to make this work and a leat is needed for a water supply.

Ponds
•

stagnant water with muddy banks might not be appealing to visitors

Wet Meadow
•

relative to the site’s current state of the site, this is the closest natural
natural wetland type

•

allows lines of sight

•

potential for flowering species, supporting pollinators and atrtacting
visitors

Final Decision

Also, streams with leaky dams were considered. However the site is too
A combination of wet woodland, wet meadow and streams was selected
flat for a leaky dam to be appropriate. [I will double check if this is true - it
has just occurred to me that the drop of the wier might be sufficient to have because:
• this gives the opportunity to create a varied and interesting place for
a stream that is steeper than I have been envisioning. If this is possible then
people, which can preserve important views
leaky dams could be used to moderate flow and create ebven better habitats. (These would be in conjunction with a suitable hard engineered sluice
• supports biodiversity. through the mixture of habitat

•

creates an edge habitat which potentially supports specific species (e.g.
bats and otters - see below)

Ecology
TBC - this content might be better incorporated elsewhere
Tree species selected: Willow (e.g. Osier), Alder, Birch. Dogwood?
Bats (like open space over still water)
otters (need dens in the riverbank)

Abbey Woods Design
[tbc] specification/description/ plan

Materials
tbc

Planting
Wet wood tree species selected: Willow (e.g. Osier, weeping), Alder, Birch.
Dogwood?
For screening the railway, a wider range of dense growing indiginous species incl Hazel and Holly. Heights will need to be considered.

Before/after illustrations
TBC
[see poster for current images]

IMAGE LIST
•

Abbey Field design plan

•

Abbey Field visualisations x 2-4 (before/after)

•

Appendix A References
Harvard system??

Appendix B more detailed research
Wider research - only needed if I really think there is some important
detail, or if there are full docs I want to include.

•

Info from Google Maps

SPORT and FOOD/DRINK - Millford Sport Club
•

Members’ social club and sports teams (incl rugby, darts)

•
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Milford-Marlins-RLFC/159407220751540

Analysis of social use
The following summary is based on reviewing Google Maps in October
2017.
Kirkstall Abbey Parkland Area
The largely green area surrounding Kirkstall Abbey
SPORT - Burley Rugby Union Football Club
•

ncludes tennis and crown green bowling facilities

PARKLAND/HERITAGE Kirkstall Abbey
•

ruined abbey and Abbey House Museum.

•
Small-med park area with river front. suited to local short walks (e.g.
dog walking), picnics on the grass,visits to the abbey and Abbey House Museum (ideal for young families or those interested in the history/feel of the
place).
•
Events are periodically run at the Abbey and at the visitors centre
(e.g. Halloween ghost walks and movie screenings in the Abbey, Steam Punk
events at the visitors centre.
Kirkstall Bridge Retail and Sport Area
(The area from Kirkstall Bridge retail to Morrisons, also encompassing
some development to SW of R. Aire and to NE of A65 )
RETAIL - Retail developments from Kirkstall Bridge to Morrisons
•

retail site(s) developed around car park(s) at busy road intersection

•

Includes range of chain shops and a gym plus a Costs Coffee

•

Most social interaction is retail based.

•

Unlikely to foster strong community, if any

SPORT - Leeds Rugby Academy
•

3 pitches, for use by the professional Leeds Rhinos club.

SPORT - Kirkstall Leisure Centre
•

Martial Arts club

•

25m pool

•

Squash

•

Mixed use sports hall

SPORT / PARKLAND Sandford Road Parkland
•

Incl 2 informal sports fields & basketball hoop

SPORT - “British Weight Lifting” gym
•
No details found. (only on Google Maps – listed as being on Commercial Road)
FOOD/DRINK - Kirkstall Bridge Inn
•

Traditional pub

HOUSING - “Kirkstall Brewery” Halls of Residence

